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Abstract: More and more suppliers in fresh food supply chain expand online channels using fresh food e-commerce platform,
forming a dual-channel supply chain model. The competition of market resources will lead to channel conflict in the
dual-channel fresh food supply chain. The level of service is one of the important reasons for the conflict in the fresh food supply
chain. Service is an important factor influencing the shopping decision of consumers. This paper studies a dual-channel supply
chain consisting of a fresh food supplier and a fresh food retailer. The supplier wholesale fresh food to the retailer while
developing its own online channel. In this paper, the Stackelberg game model is used to solve the equilibrium state of service
level between the supplier and the retailer in the dual-channel supply chain. Both the supplier and the retailer aim to maximize
profits. The supplier is the game leader. It first decides the wholesale price and the service level of the online channel. The retailer
is the follower. It makes decisions based on the supplier’s decisions. The study found that the supplier and the retailer can attract
more customers by improving service level, thus increasing profits. Weighing the relationship between service level and
operation cost is a major problem in operation.
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1. Introduction
With the continuous upgrading of information technology,
e-commerce not only brings challenges to the traditional retail
industry, but also brings this trend to the upstream of the
supply chain. More and more suppliers are beginning to
expand their sales channels to strive for a larger market share.
The booming fresh food industry is also gradually separated
from a single traditional business model, and numerous fresh
food e-commerce platforms of various forms have emerged.
Many fresh food supply chain suppliers have opened online
sales channels through such fresh food e-commerce platform,
forming an online and offline double-channel supply chain
model. In the dual-channel supply chain of fresh food, channel
conflict is always caused by the competition of market
resources. A number of studies analyzed the case of an
independent physical store retailer facing new competition
from the direct e-channel of a manufacturer [1-3]. Khouja et al.
[4] indicated that the most critical factor in channel selection

in a vertically integrated supply chain is the variable cost per
unit of product sold using the direct vs. the retail channels. Xu
et al. [5] present an analytical framework for price decisions in
a centralized and a decentralized dual-channel supply chain
with risk-averse and proposed a coordination scheme for a
dual-channel supply chain. Cai [6] analyzed the impact of a
price discount contract and pricing scheme on the
dual-channel supply chain and reported that the simple price
discount contract can improve the performance of both the
supplier and the retailer. Most of the literature on the
dual-channel supply chain is mainly focused on optimizing the
profit of a supply chain when both the manufacturer and the
retailer offer a single product (standard) through the
dual-channel [7-11]. ZHENG et al. [12] present a strategic
analysis of manufacturer-retailer interaction in a dual channel
setting and an analytical model that incorporates the key
trade-offs regarding the channels. Dan’s research [13]
revealed that the ratio of demand relative increase and the
degree of customer loyalty to the retail channel have great
effects on the retail services and pricing decisions. Lu et al.
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[14] found that channel acceptance plays a critical role in
influencing equilibrium prices and profits in the dual-channel
distribution system. Soleimani et al. [15] suggested that
production cost and demand disruptions are highly correlated,
and they influence the pricing and production decisions.
Therefore, both disruptions should be considered
simultaneously.
Service level is one of the important reasons for the conflict
of fresh food supply chain. Service is an important factor
influencing shopping decision of consumers. For fresh
products, offline sales channels can provide customers with
services such as selection and preliminary treatment of fresh
products. Online channels include automated and manual
customer service for answering questions, as well as fresh
food delivery services. Suppliers and retailers can attract more
customers and increase sales by improving service level.
However, the improvement of service level also means the
increase of cost. How to balance the relationship between
service level and operation cost becomes a major problem.
Since the same products are sold, suppliers and retailers
compete for consumers in the potential fresh product market
through the improvement of service level.

2. The Model
The Stackelberg game model is a kind of decision making
problem with master-slave relation among game players. The
players each control a portion of the decision variables to
optimize their goals. The upper decision-maker has greater
power; the lower decision-maker is in a passive position. But
lower decision-maker also has some autonomy. The result of
its decision will affect the decision of the upper
decision-maker.
The process of the Stackelberg game is: The upper
decision-maker makes decisions according to its own
decision-making objectives. The lower decision-maker makes
choices based on decisions made by upper decision maker.
When selecting strategies, the upper decision-maker will
consider the strategies that the lower ones may adopt and the
influence on it. Therefore, the final decision of each decision
maker should be acceptable and satisfactory.
In this paper, the following parameters are set up to establish
the game model of fresh food dual-channel in service level:
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Table 1. List of notations.
List of notations
pe
the online price of fresh food
pr
the offline price of fresh food
w
the wholesale price of fresh food
cm
the unit cost of supplier
cr
the unit cost of retailer
A
the potential demand of the whole market
λ
the proportion of online demand in the total market demand
µ
the sensitivity of demand to price
he
service level of the online channel
hr
service level of the offline channel
α1
the sensitivity of online channel consumers to the service level
α2
the sensitivity of offline channel consumers to the service level
β
crossed service elasticity coefficient between channels
η
service cost factor
De
the actual demand of fresh food in online channel
Dr
the actual demand of fresh food in offline channel
πm
supplier's profit
πr
retailer's profit

In the sales process, the supplier and the retailer make
service level decisions according to their own interests. This
part use Stackelberg game theory to solve the problem. The
supplier is the core enterprise of supply chain and the
dominant player of game. The retailers is the follower. First,
the supplier set the wholesale price for the retailer and online
channel service level. Next, the retailer decide the service
level of the offline channel according to the decisions of the
suppliers and its own market conditions. The supplier then
adjusts the wholesale price and online channel service level
according to the service level of the retailer. Through
continuous game, the players reach equilibrium. In this game
model, the profits of suppliers and retailers are as follows:

π m = ( pe −η he − cm ) De + wDr
π r = ( pr − w − η hr − cr ) Dr
The solution is solved by backward induction. Firstly,
analyze the response function of the retailer after the supplier
sets the wholesale price and online channel service level. The
retailer’s response function is

hr ( w, he ) =

−η (1 − λ ) A + µη pr + βη he − ( w + cr + pr ) α 2
2α 2η

Then the retailer's response function is then substituted into
the supplier's profit expression. Obtain the equilibrium
solution of supplier's wholesale price and online service level:
w* =

he* =

Figure 1. Sales process.

βµη pe + ( β 2 − α1α 2 + α1µη ) pr − (1 − λ ) α1 + βλ  η A 1
− cr
2
2 ( β 2 − α1α 2 )
− βµη pr + ( β 2 − α1α 2 − α 2 µη ) pe − (1 − λ ) β + α 2 λ η A
2η ( β 2 − α1α 2 )

−

1
cm
2µ

Finally, the equilibrium wholesale price is substituted into
the retailer's response function to obtain the retailer's
equilibrium service level. Because the expression is too
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complicated, the next section presents the results more
visually using numerical analysis.

3. Numerical Simulation Analysis
In this section, the service level decision model of the
dual-channel fresh food supply chain is simulated numerically.
The parameter values are set as follows:

Table 2. Values of the parameters.
λ
0.5

pr
25

cm
6

cr
5

α1
2

Service Level of Supplier
Service Level of Retailer
Demand of Online Channel
Demand of Offline Chennel

24

22

22

20

20

18

18

16

16

14

14

12

12

10

10

8
0.48

0.50

β
1

η
0.7

A
100

µ
2

26

24

0.46

α2
3

The following (Figure 2-6) shows the influence of
parameter changes on the supplier’s and the retailer’s service
level decision making.

26

Service Level

pe
30

0.52

0.54

Demand

8

8
0.58

0.56

Online Channel Preference Condition
Figure 2. Service level and demand in different online channel preference condition.

consumers turn to online channels to buy fresh food, the retailer
will strive to improve the service quality of the offline channel
and win more attention from consumers. This is consistent with
the reality. As λ rises, wholesale prices fall. Because there's
less demand for them. So the supplier have to lower the
wholesale price to stimulate the retailer to order.
Service Level of Supplier
Service Level of Retailer
Demand of Online Channel
Demand of Offline Chennel

Service Level

27

27

24

24

21

21

18

18

15

15

12

12

9

9

6
26

Demand

As the preference of the online channel increases, the service
level of the online channel decreases, but the sales volume
increases. This shows that, relying on the trust of consumers,
the suppliers ignores the improvement of service level. But in
real life, such enterprises will not last long. As λ rises, the
retail sales fall and the service levels rise. It shows that when

6
27

28

29

30

31

Online Channel Price
Figure 3. Service level and demand in different online channel price.

With the increase of online channel prices, both the service
level and the sales volume of the supplier increase, while the

service level of the retailer increases but its sales volume
decreases. That's because at this point α1 − µη = 0.6 > 0 . When
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appropriately increasing the price of the online channel can
improve the service level of the two channels. At the same time,
we have noticed that wholesale prices decrease with the
increase in pe . As demand from the retailer drops, the supplier
need to lower wholesale price to keep the retailer ordering more.
The supplier's profit includes the income from wholesaling
goods to the retailer. This decrease in revenue will result in a
decrease in the overall profit of the supplier.

28
26

Service Level

28

Service Level of Supplier
Service Level of Retailer
Demand of Online Channel
Demand of Offline Chennel

26

24

24

22

22

20

20

18

18

16

16

14

14

12

12

10

10

8
23

Demand

the cost of service is fixed, the service level of online channel is
more sensitive to demand. At this point, the increase of online
channel service level to the demand is greater than the decrease
of price to the demand. The comprehensive performance is the
increase in demand for the online channel. The increasing
demand of the online channel is bound to lead to the decrease of
the demand of the offline channel. The retailer will try to
improve service and win back consumers. Therefore, when the
service level of the online channel is more sensitive to demand,

9
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Offline Channel Price
Figure 4. Service level and demand in different offline channel price.

Service Level of Supplier
Service Level of Retailer
Demand of Online Channel
Demand of Offline Chennel

24

22

Service Level

channel is bound to bring about the decrease of the demand of
online channel. The suppliers will try to improve their services
to attract consumers. At the same time, wholesale prices rose
with the increase in pr . As demand from the retailer rises, the
supplier raise wholesale prices to make more profit. This could
also explain the decline in retailers' overall profits. The retailer's
wholesale cost increases, resulting in an increase in total cost
and a decrease in the retailer's overall profit.
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The Supplier's Cost
Figure 5. Service level and demand in different supplier’s cost.

9

Demand

With the increase of offline channel price, the service level of
the supplier increases but the sales volume decreases, while the
service level and sales volume of the retailer both rise. Because
α 2 − µη = 1.6 > 0 , when the cost of service is fixed, the service
level of the offline channel is more sensitive to demand. At this
point, the increase in demand for offline channel service level is
greater than the decrease in demand for price. The
comprehensive performance is that the demand for the offline
channel increases. And the increase of the demand of offline
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As cm rise, the supplier's service level and sales volume
fall. The retailer’s service level remained unchanged or
declined slightly, and the sales volume increased. The cost of
the supplier makes the online channel owned less competitive.
So there is less demand for the online channel. Demand shifts
to the retailer, boosting its profit. When the cost is low, the
degree of profit increase of the retailer is greater than the
degree of profit loss of the supplier, resulting in the increase of

Service Level of Supplier
Service Level of Retailer
Demand of Online Channel
Demand of Offline Chennel

24

Service Level

overall profit. When the cost is high, the increase of the
retailer's profit is not enough to make up for the loss of the
supplier's profit, resulting in the decrease of overall profit. The
rising cost weakens the online channel competitiveness of the
supplier and leads to the decline of service level. That led to a
drop in sales volume. On the other hand, the retailer's relative
service level has improved and the demand has increased,
which brings a huge increase in profits.
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Figure 6. Service level and demand in different retailer’s cost.

When the retailer's cost increases, the service level of the
supplier remained stable or slightly increased, and the demand
increased. But the retailer's service level and demand have
fallen. The reason is that the rising cost weakens the
competitiveness of the retailer's offline channel, resulting in
the decline of service level. At the same time, the service level
of the supplier is relatively improved, and the demand is rising,
which brings an increase in profits. But to stimulate the
retailer to order, the supplier must lower the wholesale price.
This results in a loss of profit. When the profit loss caused by
the decrease of wholesale price is greater than the profit
increase caused by the increase of sales volume, the overall
profit of the supplier presents a downward trend.

compete with each other in terms of service level and price.
And through the improvement of service level to compete
with consumers in the potential market of fresh food.
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